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	Transform Raw Data Into Meaningful Business Intelligence with SSIS


	Deploy and manage high-performance data transformation solutions across your enterprise using the step-by-step techniques in this fully revised guide. Hands-On Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Integration Services, Second Edition explains the tools and methods necessary to extract conclusive business intelligence from disparate corporate data. Learn how to build and secure packages, load and cleanse data, establish workflow, and optimize performance. Real-world examples, detailed illustrations, and hands-on exercises are included throughout this practical resource.

	
		Build SSIS packages using the Import and Export Wizard and Business Intelligence Development Studio
	
		Create Loop and Task Host Containers with Control Flow Designer
	
		Administer SSIS from SQL Server Management Studio and dutil
	
		Secure packages using encryption, roles, signatures, and permissions
	
		Build-in memory lookups and transformations using the Data Flow Engine
	
		Extend functionality using custom scripts and ActiveX components
	
		Use SCD transformations to load data warehouses and data marts
	
		Learn to build a Star Schema and Parallel Data Warehouse
	
		Migrate Data Transformation Services 2000 and SSIS 2005 packages
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Developing and Implementing Windows®-based Applications with Visual Basic® .NET and Visual Studio® .NET Exam Cram™ 2 (Exam 70-306)Que, 2003
This certification exam measures the ability to develop and  implement Windows-based applications by using Windows Forms and the Microsoft  .NET Framework. This exam counts as a core credit toward the new MCAD (Microsoft  Certified Application Developer) certification as well as a core credit toward  the MCSD certification for...
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Plone 3 for EducationPackt Publishing, 2009
Why do so many schools have terrible websites? Talk to the people in charge, and you rarely find incompetence. On the contrary, the web team is often the first to express dissatisfaction, but their hands are tied by some combination of these problems:

• The webmaster bottleneck. Everyone is busy. If editing web content is any harder...
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Computed Tomography of the Lung: A Pattern Approach (Medical Radiology / Diagnostic Imaging)Springer, 2007

	Computed tomography is generally considered to be the best imaging modality for the

	assessment of the lung parenchyma. High resolution computed tomography (HRCT)

	is able to provide very high morphological detail of the normal and abnormal lung

	parenchyma and has been widely accepted as the imaging gold standard for the lung...
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The Design and Analysis of Parallel AlgorithmsOxford University Press, 1993

	This text for students and professionals in computer science provides a valuable overview of current knowledge concerning parallel algorithms. These computer operations have recently acquired increased importance due to their ability to enhance the power of computers by permitting multiple processors to work on different parts of a problem...
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Design for Emergence:  Collaborative Social Play with Online and Location-Based Media, Volume 153 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2007
This thesis is an attempt to address the spontaneous, often unpredictable uses of technology that can foster feelings of social participation. A key idea is that social processes and dynamics advance technological design. Consider the most recent applications that are primarily focused on social interaction: social software (Allen, 2004),...
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TOEFL iBT: The Official ETS Study GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2005
 Get the only guide to the new TOEFL iBT 


that comes straight from the test-makers!
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